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If the facts don’t fit the theory, change the facts.
—Albert Einstein

Abstract—Today’s network services run on complex arrays of computing
systems consisting of a myriad of hardware and software components. In
this work, we claim that it is impractical to try to tolerate all (or even a
significant fraction of) fault types in these systems. We argue instead that
a new approach, called fault model enforcement, that maps actual faults to
expected faults of an abstract fault model can be used to increase system
availability. This enforcement approach works because it transforms faults
not factored into the initial design into faults that the system was designed
to tolerate. Using fault injection and analytic modeling, we show that this
enforcement approach has the potential to decrease the unavailability of a
distributed Web server by over 50%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s networked services are complex beasts, bedeviled by
software bugs, operator errors and hardware failure. In spite of
increasing hardware reliability, the availability of systems does
not appear to be improving much with time [1], [2], [3]. Build-
ing highly available systems remains an art guided by intuition
and experience rather than by quantitative techniques.

The continual increase in the complexity of computer systems
is a significant contributor to the availability problem. For ex-
ample, current network-based services rely on a constellation
of interconnected systems—a typical example is cluster-based
systems [4]. Traditional database systems using a multi-tiered
approach [5] also suffer from a similar complexity problem.
Distributed arrays of processing, storage, and networking hold
promise of increased availability; however, their massive com-
plexity is difficult to control. Indeed, a typical machine room
for one of these services centers around a set of closely guarded
racks and data closets woven together by intricate networks for
communication, storage, power, and cooling. Modeling every
possible disk or cable failure, software bug, or operator glitch
is simply not tractable. Buzz-phrases such as “design so every-
thing can fail” offer little quantitative guidance. At best, such
folklore serves as a warning against complacency.

We argue that these complex systems do not lend themselves
to traditional fault-tolerance techniques. For example, quorum
systems are often put forth as highly effective fault-tolerance
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techniques [6], [7]. In these approaches, each computation is
replicated and a process of consensus is used to determine the
correct one. However, this approach is ill-suited for networked
services for two reasons. First, it is too expensive to replicate
and run consensus for every sub-computation. Second, the act
of combining the results together introduces the potential for
bugs, and thus faults.

While approaches for increasing the reliability of hardware
components [8] have enjoyed enormous success, we argue in
Section II that much of this arises because real circuit failures
map closely to the designer’s fault model. The same is not true
for today’s networked services. A resistor can only fail in a few
ways; a distributed database practically infinitely many. Thus,
we argue that these approaches are also not appropriate for im-
proving the availability of networked services as they stand.

In this work, we present a novel strategy, Fault Model En-
forcement (FME), for increasing system availability in the con-
text of networked services. Our thesis is that it is impossible to
model all possible faults and to build a system that is tolerant of
all faults. Thus, the crux of the FME approach is to explicitly
define an abstract fault model during design and to force the sys-
tem to behave like this abstract fault model at runtime, possibly
by actively causing components to fail. Instead of building ever
more elaborate fault-tolerance mechanisms, FME reduces com-
plexity by reducing the state space of a live system, allowing the
designer to concentrate on tolerating a specific fault model.

We present an initial study of FME in the context of the
PRESS distributed Web server [9], [10]. In particular, we use a
combination of fault injection and modeling to quantify FME’s
potential for increasing PRESS’s availability. At this point, we
do not yet have an implementation of FME. Rather, our quan-
tification is computed on a hypothetical FME infrastructure.

Our work is motivated by a recent effort to study the behavior
of PRESS under faults [11]. We found that PRESS performed
poorly even when subjected to only a modest range of common
faults, including disk hangs, link and switch failures. We soon
concluded that the designer’s implicit fault model did not match
the faults we were injecting. While it was certainly possible
to improve PRESS’s availability by expanding the fault model
and adding code for tolerating the additional faults, we were
discouraged that accounting for many plausible faults was an



impossibly complex task. Further, accurately mapping runtime
symptoms (e.g., TCP connection timeout) observable in a dis-
tributed system to the actual fault in a complex fault model is
also extremely difficult, if not impossible. Thus, after many
more fault-injection experiments, we decided that reducing the
possible state space using FME was a necessary and viable ap-
proach for dealing with this complexity.

We use a methodology that we recently introduced [11] to
evaluate the performability of several versions of PRESS when
running with and without FME. This methodology combines
measured responses to fault injection and analytic modeling.
The results of the study show that a PRESS server following
an FME approach has the potential to decrease the unavailabil-
ity by over 50%. This increase in availability was insensitive
to the stability of the underlying system. It was, however, quite
sensitive to the type of fault detection used; a poor fault detector
lessens the effectiveness of the FME approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
background on fault models in Section II. We then describe
FME in more detail in Section III. Section IV briefly covers
our fault-injection and modeling methodology. We present the
results of our fault injection experiments in Section VI. Sec-
tion VII models the availability and performability improve-
ments for different versions of PRESS using FME. In Sec-
tion VIII, we speculate on the strength and limitations of FME,
and describe future research directions. Finally, section IX
draws our conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND

When building a fault-tolerant system, all designers rely on
an abstract fault model of the system. The fault model may
not be explicit or well-defined, but at least it always lurks in
the designer’s mind. We argue that the disconnect between the
faults’ impact on the system and the designer’s fault model is the
source of many failures in computer systems. More specifically,
we define an abstract fault model as:� The set of component types.� The interfaces for each component.� The interactions between components.� The set of possible faults.� A set of symptoms, or observable fault-detection events.� The component behavior during faults.

An often overlooked property of fault models is the connec-
tion between model accuracy and the delivered level of fault
tolerance. There are several dimensions of accuracy. Some
are straightforward to reason about. For example, assigning an
MTTF and MTTR of various components as well as mapping
probability distributions to them is subject to error, and we can
use well-known statistical techniques to reason about the impact
of possible errors.

However, in complex systems more subtle forms of inaccu-
racy creep in. In our example PRESS system, we never modeled
SCSI cables, although these are a common source of error [12].
Many components are not modeled. Many interfaces and inter-
connections are ignored, e.g, the return codes from the operat-
ing system [13]. The set of all possible faults must be restricted
to something tractable, typically a few tens at best. Many as-
sumed symptoms are just plain wrong; e.g., fail-stop behavior is

typically assumed but often not true [14]. Symptoms are often
attributed to the wrong failure; e.g. TCP assumes that packet
loss is due to congestion, not link failure. TCP thus probes the
network for minutes looking for a new bandwidth point, while
in a LAN, fail-stop would be a better choice. Human errors are
never taken into consideration, even though they are a common
problem [15], [3]. In general, many fault states are simply not
accounted for in a fault-tolerant design because there are just too
many of them.

In other fields, the situation is not nearly so grim. For exam-
ple, in the context of circuit design, the set of components are
elements such as resistors, capacitors, and power supplies. The
interfaces to the components are the sources and drains. The cir-
cuit defines the interconnections, and the component behavior is
to deviate from a specified resistance or capacitance according
to a normal distribution. Such an analytic, implicit fault model
can be found in the Six-Sigma approach as applied to circuit
design [16].

In the context of complex computer systems, such as Web
servers and databases, the fault modeling situation is much more
nebulous. What is an accurate, yet workable fault model is ill-
defined. For example, the set of components might be the net-
work switches, network cables, workstations, and disk drives.
This definition still omits a large number of components, e.g.
power supplies, SCSI cables, and the operating system. The
interfaces for the these components might be the messaging in-
terconnect for the switches and links, and the read/write inter-
face between the disks and workstations. Moving to the set of
possible faults, one must further abstract away from reality. To
reason about a real system, we usually model all components as
fail-stop. We also hope that failure rates and recovery occur with
exponential distributions, even though there is strong empirical
evidence against this, at least for workstations [17], [18].

III. FAULT MODEL ENFORCEMENT

Given the previous description of complex computer systems,
creating reasonably accurate abstractions of them seems to be
an impossibly complex task. There are too many different sub-
systems, none of which any one person fully understands, con-
nected by bewildering protocols, and each one could fail in un-
expected ways. It seems as if designs will always be plagued
with a high degree of uncertainty, and so only extremely expen-
sive, even paranoid, over-engineering can deliver something like
five-nine availability.

However, there is a property of complex system which works
in the direction of reducing complexity: the subsystems are de-
signed around simplified abstractions. For example, a disk in-
terface can be thought of as a linear array of fixed-sized blocks;
a network interface as a variable size packet-delivery service.
Fault model enforcement attempts to make the real system con-
form to these simpler models. It does this by enforcing the ab-
stract fault model in a fault-tolerant design when possible. Even
if the component in question did not actually fail, sometimes the
system causes it to stop working to better fit what the designer
intended. In particular, we are concerned with faults which al-
though detectable, may lead us to mis-diagnose the fault. Of-
ten, this is because it is impossible to discern among multiple
faults because they map to the same symptom. Distinguishing



between them would require excessive monitoring hardware or
software. In addition, often the system does not have a clear
recovery action for these faults, because the original designers
never considered it. Under these circumstances, an FME ap-
proach selects a particular fault and forces the system to act that
way.

We have found two FME strategies applicable for a wide
range of situations. In a nested system, one FME approach
has a failed sub-component cause the failure of an outer com-
ponent. For example, if a disk fails, an FME approach may
crash the entire workstation. Less drastic measures are also pos-
sible, e.g., if a packet is lost, an FME approach may only close
the channel. This approach is somewhat reminiscent of fail-stop
and extended fail-stop approaches; in essence, FME is enforc-
ing a fail-stop model on the outer component. FME differs from
these approaches because it selectively causes the active failure
of another component according to an overall design.

A second FME strategy is to make sure that after a given
symptom is observed, the expected fault behavior happens. This
is useful when multiple faults may be the cause of a symptom
observable at runtime. If not all of these faults were included
in the fault model, then the system may incorrectly diagnose the
fault. Thus, in FME, when a symptom occurs, we would ensure
that one of the expected fault occurs, even if it requires the active
failing of a non-faulty component. For example, if the abstract
fault model of a system only includes node failures, not link and
switch failures, then the system might incorrectly diagnose the
loss of communication to a node as a node failure when the ac-
tual fault is a link or switch failure. In this case, the system’s
recovery action may not be effective to tolerate the fault and
recover full functionality once the faulty component has been
repaired. In this case, FME might actively create the expected
failure by cycling the power to the workstation to force a reboot.
Of course, if the link failure is not transient, someone has to ac-
tually detect the fault and correct it. FME only ensures that the
fault is mapped to one expected by the software system so that
it can initiate recovery actions to regain full functionality.

IV. METHODOLOGY

We will use the methodology that we recently proposed for
evaluating performability [11] to demonstrate the potential of
FME to increase the availability, and therefore the performabil-
ity of cluster-based systems such as PRESS. This methodology
consists of two phases. In the first phase, the evaluator defines
the set of all expected faults, then uses a fault-injection system
to inject them (and the subsequent recovery) one at a time into
the system being evaluated while it is running live. During the
fault and recovery periods, the evaluator must quantify through-
put and availability as a function of time. For servers such as
PRESS, the throughput metric is requests served per second and
availability is the percentage of requests served successfully.

To ensure consistency, the evaluator must use a benchmark
that drives the system to deliver a relatively stable throughput
throughout the observation period. This is necessary to decou-
ple the measured performance from the injection time of a fault.
Also, the system should be exercised close to the its peak per-
formance as defined by the bottleneck component. For example,
for PRESS, the bottleneck component is the CPU. Thus, we will
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Fig. 1. The 7-stage piece-wise linear model specified by our methodology for
evaluating the performability of cluster-based servers. Time is shown on the
X-axis and throughput is shown on the Y-axis.

be running at 90% CPU utilization for all of our experiments.
In the second phase, the evaluator uses an analytic model to

compute the expected average throughput and availability, com-
bining the server’s behavior under normal operation, the behav-
ior during component faults, and the rates of fault and repair
of each component. Figure 1 illustrates our 7-stage model of
service performance in the presence of a fault. Stage A mod-
els the degraded throughput delivered by the system from the
occurrence of the fault to when the system detects the fault.
Stage B models the transient throughput delivered as the sys-
tem reconfigures to account for the fault; the system may take
some amount of time to reach a stable performance regime be-
cause of warming effects. We model the throughput during this
transient period as the average throughput for the period. Af-
ter the system stabilizes, throughput will likely remain at a de-
graded level because the failed component has not yet recov-
ered, been repaired or replaced. Stage C models this degraded
performance regime. Stage D models the transient performance
after the component recovers. Stage E models the stable perfor-
mance regime achieved by the service after the component has
recovered. Note that in the figure, we show the performance in
E as being below that of normal operation; this often occurs be-
cause the system was unable to reintegrate the recovered com-
ponent or reintegration does not lead to full recovery. In this
case, throughput remains at the degraded level until an opera-
tor detects the problem. Stage F represents throughput delivered
while the server is reset by the operator, whereas stage G repre-
sents the transient throughput immediately after reset.

To parameterize the model, we need two parameters for each
stage: (i) the length of time that the system will remain in
that stage, and (ii) the average throughput delivered during that
stage. The latter is measured in phase 1. The first is either mea-
sured, or is a parameter that must be supplied. For example, the
time that a service will remain in stage B assuming that the fault
last sufficiently long is typically measured; the time a service
will remain in stage E is typically a supplied parameter. Some-
times stages may not be present or may be cut short.

Finally, to combine the effects of the faults, the evaluator
defines an expected fault load in terms of the Mean Time To
Failure (MTTF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) for each
fault. To simplify the analysis, we assume that faults of dif-
ferent components are not correlated and all fault arrivals are
exponentially distributed, so that we can add together the vari-
ous fractions of time spent in degraded modes. Then, if ��� is
the server throughput under normal operation, � the faulty com-



ponent, ���	 the throughput of each stage 
 in Figure 1 during � ’s
failure, and � �	 be the duration of each stage, our model leads
to the following equations for average throughput (AT) and av-
erage availability (AA):
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�
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where � 	 (�*) ��� +" � �	 �-, # �$�&% 	 1.

V. THE PRESS SERVER

PRESS is a highly optimized yet portable cluster-based
locality-conscious WWW server that has been shown to provide
good performance in a wide range of scenarios [9], [10]. Like
other locality-conscious servers [19], [20], [21], [22], PRESS is
based on the observation that serving a request from any mem-
ory cache, even a remote cache, is substantially more efficient
than serving it from disk, even a local disk.

In PRESS, any node of the cluster can receive a client re-
quest and becomes the initial node for that request. When the
request arrives at the initial node, it decides, based in the con-
tent requested, whether to service the request itself or forward
the request to another node, the service node. The service node
retrieves the file from its cache (or disk) and returns it to the
initial node. Upon receiving the file from the service node, the
initial node sends it to the client.

Communication architecture. PRESS is comprised of one
main coordinating thread and a number of helper threads used
to ensure that the main thread never blocks. The helper threads
include a set of disk threads used to access files on disk and a
pair of send/receive threads for intra-cluster communica-
tion.

PRESS can use either TCP or VIA for intra-cluster commu-
nication. The TCP version basically has the same structure of
its VIA counterpart; the main differences are the replacement of
the VI end-points by TCP sockets and the elimination of flow
control messages, which are implemented transparently to the
server by TCP itself.

Reconfiguration. PRESS is often used (as in our experiments)
without a front-end device, exposing the IP address of the clus-
ter nodes to clients. To prevent clients from continuously ex-
periencing failed requests (due to a node failure, for instance),
some versions of PRESS implement node failure detection, tem-
porary recovery through IP address take-over, and final recovery
with the re-integration of recovered nodes. The detection mech-
anism when TCP is used for intra-cluster communication can be
connection or heartbeat-based. In the heartbeat-based approach,
PRESS employs periodic heartbeat messages. To avoid sending
too many messages, we organize the cluster nodes in a directed
ring structure. A node only sends heartbeats to the node it points
to. If a node does not receive three consecutive heartbeats from.

We refer the interested reader to [11] for an explanation of why the denomi-
nator is just /10+03254 instead of /10�06254'78/10+039�4 .

its predecessor in the ring, it assumes that the predecessor has
failed. In the connection-based approach, a node assumes that
another node has failed if the TCP connection between them is
broken. In this implementation, nodes are also organized in a
directed ring, but only for recovery purposes.

The fault detection when VIA is used for intra-cluster com-
munication is also connection-based. PRESS relies on our VIA
implementation to maintain node and communication up/down
information. Any detected faults cause the corresponding con-
nections to be terminated/broken. Again, nodes are organized in
a directed ring for recovery purposes.

Temporary recovery is implemented by simply excluding the
failed node from the server or by having the successor node take-
over the IP address of the failed node. (In our experiments, we
eliminated the IP take-over part of the recovery process, so we
do not discuss IP take-over further.) Multiple node failures can
occur simultaneously. Every time a failure occurs, the ring struc-
ture is modified to reflect the new cluster configuration.

The second and final step in recovery is to re-integrate a re-
covered node into the cluster. When IP take-over is not in effect
and the intra-cluster communication protocol is TCP, the rejoin-
ing node broadcasts its IP address to all other nodes. The cur-
rently active node with lowest id responds by informing the re-
joining node about the current cluster configuration and its node
id. With that information, the rejoining node can reestablish the
intra-cluster connections with the other nodes. After each con-
nection is reestablished, the rejoining node is sent the caching
information of the respective node. When the intra-cluster com-
munication is done with VIA, the rejoining node simply tries to
reestablish its connection with all other nodes. As connections
are reestablished, the rejoining node is sent the caching infor-
mation of the respective nodes.

Versions. Several versions of PRESS have been developed in
order to study the performance impact of different communi-
cation mechanisms [10]. Table I lists the versions of PRESS
that we consider in this paper. For each version, we summarize
its main characteristics, their expected impact on performance
and availability, and their near-peak throughputs on our 4 clus-
ter nodes. The throughputs of the various versions of PRESS
will be compared against throughput when various faults are in-
jected into the cluster.

All PRESS versions cooperate in caching files, but differ in
terms of their approach to detecting failed nodes, and the perfor-
mance of their intra-cluster messaging. TCP-PRESS and VIA-
PRESS-0 use connection breaks to detect node failures, whereas
TCP-PRESS-HB uses heartbeat messages. The heartbeats were
added to overcome the same shortcomings of TCP’s implicit
fault model as were recognized by [23]. However, TCP-PRESS-
HB’s heartbeat system is much less elaborate; for example, it
does not include authentication checks.

In TCP-PRESS and TCP-PRESS-HB, all messages involve
data copies on both sides and interrupt-driven message recep-
tion. VIA-PRESS-0 also utilizes regular messages, but they are
sent directly from user-space.



Version Main Features Expected Behavior Throughput
TCP-PRESS TCP used for intra-cluster communica-

tion; connection breaks are used as trig-
ger for reconfiguration

Performance may suffer in the presence
of faults because TCP connection time-
outs are typically lengthy

4965 reqs/sec

TCP-PRESS-HB TCP used for intra-cluster communica-
tion; loss of heartbeat messages are used
as trigger for reconfiguration

Faster response to faults but may give
false positives if communication of
heartbeats is delayed

4965 reqs/sec

VIA-PRESS-0 VIA used for intra-cluster communica-
tion; connection breaks are used as trig-
ger for reconfiguration

Better throughput than the TCP versions,
but does not use heartbeats

6031 reqs/sec

TABLE I

Versions of PRESS available for study, their differences, expected impact on performance and availability, and peak throughput.

VI. PRESS BEHAVIOR UNDER SINGLE-FAULT LOADS

We now look at the behavior of PRESS when faults are in-
jected in isolation. Recently, we have studied PRESS under a
comprehensive set of faults including: failure of network com-
ponents, node crashes and hangs, disk faults, operating system
resource exhaustion, and application crashes and hangs [11],
[24]. This set is comprehensive with respect to PRESS in that
it covers most of the resources that PRESS uses in providing
its service. In this section, we will discuss a few of these fault
experiments; in particular, we will focus on those that expose
the mismatch between the fault model assumed by PRESS and
the actual faults. Data for all fault experiments can be found at
http://www.panic-lab.rutgers.edu/Research/mendosus/.

A. Experiment Design

In all experiments, we run a four-node version of PRESS on
four 800 MHz PIII PCs, each of which is equipped with 206
MBytes of memory and 2 10,000 RPM SCSI disks. Nodes are
interconnected by 1 Gb/s lines to a cLAN VIA switch. We can
communicate with TCP or VIA over this network. PRESS was
allocated 128 MBytes on each node for its file cache; the re-
mainder of the memory was sufficient for the operating system
and the server code, such that no swapping took place during the
experiments.

The workload for all experiments is generated by a set of
clients running on separate machines. To stress the communica-
tion aspect of PRESS, our experiments only involve static con-
tent and the entire set of documents is replicated at each node.
The client machines are connected to PRESS by the same cLAN
network that connects the nodes of the cluster. Using a single
network for communication is not at all a problem. The total
network traffic does not saturate any of the cLAN network in-
terfaces, links, or the switch, and so the interference between
the two classes of traffic is minimal in our setup. Furthermore,
our fault-injection infrastructure allows us to differentiate be-
tween intra-cluster communication and client-server communi-
cation when injecting network-related faults. Thus, the clients
are never disturbed by faults injected into the intra-cluster com-
munication.

B. Internal Link Failure

In this section we discuss the behavior of PRESS under a sin-
gle transient link failure. Figure 2 shows the effect of the fault
on the 3 versions of PRESS. Observe that in Figure 2, TCP-
PRESS stalls for the entire period of the fault. The TCP protocol
on the cooperating nodes keeps trying to re-send packets across
the faulty component, causing the filling up of communication
queues on all nodes, thus dropping the throughput to zero un-
til slightly after the component recovers and the messages start
flowing again. Note that the fault does not last long enough for
TCP timeouts to occur. These timeouts tend to be very long, on
order of 10-15 minutes.

In contrast, TCP-PRESS-HB detects the fault in a very short
time and reconfigures. The reason is that the heartbeat messages
lost over the faulty link cause the other nodes to assume that
the unreachable node is down. This splinters the cluster into 3
cooperating nodes and 1 independent node. The detection and
recovery durations correspond to a failure detection threshold of
15 seconds (3 heartbeats) used by the heartbeat code.

Similar to TCP-PRESS-HB, VIA-PRESS-0 detects the failure
almost instantaneously because all connections to the unreach-
able node break. This splinters the cluster into sub-clusters, as
in the case of TCP-PRESS-HB.

TCP-PRESS-HB and VIA-PRESS-0 do not reconfigure back
into a single cluster once the link returns to normal operation.
This surprising behavior arises from a mismatch between the
fault model assumed by PRESS and the actual fault. PRESS
assumes that nodes fail but links and switches do not. Thus,
reconfiguration only occurs at startup and on loss of 3 heart-
beats; nodes do not merge again after partitions. This presents
a typical case where FME would be applicable. A possible en-
forcement action would be to restart the faulty node, so that it
can re-integrate with the rest of the servers.

Additionally, in this failure, we observe two contrasting ap-
proaches to fault detection and recovery. TCP, by default being
more conservative, interprets the failure as transient congestion,
and waits long enough so that, the component actually recovers
before timeout. Introducing a more aggressive fault-detection
protocol, such as in the TCP-PRESS-HB and VIA-PRESS-0
versions, proves to be detrimental. Under short transient fail-
ures, it splinters the cluster into sub-clusters, quite unnecessar-
ily. Return to normal operation thus requires the intervention of
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Fig. 2. Throughput of PRESS under a single transient link failure. The vertical lines show the fault injection and recovery points. Incorrect fault detection splinters
the TCP-PRESS-HB and VIA-PRESS-0 into sub-clusters, delivering a degraded throughput. TCP-PRESS merely stalls during the fault period.
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Fig. 3. Throughput of PRESS under SCSI time-out faults. The vertical lines show the fault injection and recovery points. Only TCP-PRESS-HB detects the transient
fault, but assumes the affected node to be down, once again splintering the cluster.

an administrator to restart all but one of the sub-clusters. This, in
effect, makes these versions less available than the basic TCP-
PRESS in the face of relatively short transient faults. We be-
lieve, that the choice of protocol and parameter values for de-
tection and recovery should follow reliability characteristics of
the associated environment, and also the cost associated with
recovering from such incorrect fault detections.

C. Disk Timeouts

Figure 3 shows the behavior of PRESS under SCSI timeouts.
TCP-PRESS and VIA-PRESS-0 behave exactly as one would
expect. When the fault lasts long enough, all disk helper threads
become blocked and the queue between the disk threads and the
main thread fills up. When this happens, the main thread itself
becomes blocked when it tries to initiate another read. Once
one of the nodes grinds to a halt, then the entire server eventually
comes to a complete halt as well. When the faulty disk recovers,
the entire system regains its normal operation.

TCP-PRESS-HB, on the other hand, interprets the long fault
as a node failure and so splinters into sub-clusters, one with 3
nodes and one singleton. This splintering of the server cluster is
caused by missing heartbeats. The main thread in PRESS is also
responsible for posting the periodic heartbeats, so its blocking
(as explained above) prevents heartbeats from going out. This
leads the other nodes to assume the node is down, resulting in
splintering. This observation once again emphasizes the need
for either a more advanced fault-detection and recovery mecha-
nism or a way to enforce the fault model assumed by the appli-
cation.

D. Node Freeze

Figure 4 shows the effects of a transient node freeze fault.
Similar to the effect seen in the disk timeout faults, the node
freeze stalls all communication to the faulty node. The result is
that the communication queues on the other nodes fill up. Since
the nodes in basic TCP-PRESS do not detect the fault, the entire
server is blocked for the duration of the fault. In contrast, the
nodes in TCP-PRESS-HB detect the fault, since heartbeats from
the faulty node fail to arrive within the threshold interval of 3
heartbeat periods. TCP-PRESS-HB reconfigures into 3 cooper-
ating nodes and 1 singleton. When the faulty node recovers, it
functions as an independent server. This splintering effect, once
again, is the result of mismatch in the fault assumed by PRESS
(i.e. node is down) and the actual fault.

VIA-PRESS-0 behaves similar to TCP-PRESS-HB, splinter-
ing into two sub-clusters. This is attributed to the fault detection
mechanism used by the VIA protocol driver, which is similar to
the heartbeat mechanism used in TCP-PRESS-HB.

E. Application Hang

Figure 5 shows the effects of a transient server process hang.
The freezing of one of the servers stalls all other servers trying to
communicate with it. TCP-PRESS behaves as expected, stalling
for the entire duration of the transient fault. The reaction of
TCP-PRESS-HB, however, is to splinter into sub-clusters of 3
and 1 nodes.

The behavior of VIA-PRESS-0 is quite different from TCP-
PRESS-HB. It does not splinter, behaving identically to the ba-
sic TCP-PRESS version. This is because VIA-PRESS-0 relies
on the network driver to monitor connectivity and detect fail-
ures. Since the VIA driver is decoupled from the application (i.e.
the PRESS server process), the other nodes detect no anomaly,
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Fig. 4. Throughput of PRESS when a node freeze is injected. Both TCP-PRESS-HB and VIA-V0 detect the fault, and assuming the node to be down, remove it from
the set of cooperating servers.
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Fig. 5. Throughput of PRESS under transient application hang. Vertical lines indicate the period of fault activity. Both a long and short period are shown. TCP-
PRESS-HB detects the failure and splinters into sub-clusters, but not before the fault duration exceeds the threshold of 15 seconds. A shorter fault of 5 seconds,
momentarily dropped the throughput of all the 3 versions of PRESS.

thus avoiding the splintering effect. This leads us to believe that
decoupling the fault-detection and recovery mechanisms from
the main application can aid in reasoning better about the ac-
tual state of the system. However, a designer might choose a
functionality similar to TCP-PRESS-HB, since splintering pre-
vents the throughput of the entire cluster from going down to
zero, and recovers the system to a reasonable state. Addition-
ally, steps such as merging of sub-clusters after fault recovery
would have to be performed to restore the cluster to its normal
operating state.

VII. PERFORMABILITY OF THE PRESS VERSIONS

We now proceed to the second phase of our methodology to
evaluate the performability of the different PRESS versions. We
first examine performability assuming the same fault load for all
versions of PRESS. After that, we also consider what happens
to availability and performability if we assume that the different
versions use an FME approach. Finally, we examine the sensi-
tivity of the FME versions to increased fault rates for application
and node hangs.

A. Fault Load

Table II gives the initial fault load used to compare the per-
formability of the different versions of PRESS. Recall that to
make the modeling tractable, we assume that faults in different
components are not correlated and all fault arrivals are exponen-
tially distributed. We have done our best to derive meaningful
parameters from the available data [25], [26], [27], [18], [12],
[28], [17]. A duration of 5 minutes was assumed for the opera-
tor intervention stage E and restart stage F.

Fault MTTF MTTR
Link down 6 months 3 minutes
Switch down 1 year 1 hour
SCSI timeout 1 year 1 hour
Node crash 2 weeks 3 minutes
Node freeze 2 weeks 3 minutes
Application crash 2 months 3 minutes
Application hang 2 months 3 minutes

TABLE II

Failures and their MTTFs and MTTRs. Application hang and crash together

represent an MTTF of 1 month for application failures.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Our model computes two metrics to evaluate each server. The
first is the unavailability, which is the average fraction of re-
quests dropped. We use unavailability instead of availability be-
cause it is easier to reason about changes in unavailability com-
pared to availability. For example, it is quite natural to call a
system with an unavailability of 1% as “twice as good” as on
which has an unavailability of 2%. However, the relationship
between systems with a 98% and 99% availability is not so in-
tuitive.

Further, we propose a combined performability metric that
allows direct comparison of systems using both performance
and availably as input criteria. Our approach is to multiply the
average throughput by an availability factor; the challenge, of
course, is to derive a factor that properly balances both avail-
ability and performance. Because availability is often posed
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Fig. 7. The modeled (a) unavailability and (b) performability of the 3 versions of PRESS. For each group of 2 bars, the left is normal run, and the right is for the
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in term of “the number of nines” achieved, we believe that a
log-scaled ratio of how each server compares to an ideal sys-
tem would make an appropriate weighing factor for availability,
giving the following equation for performability:

: ;� �=<?>A@CB �
�ED �

>A@CB �
�&� �

where
� D

is an ideal availability, �+� is the throughput under
normal operation,

�&�
is the average availability, and

:
is the

performability of the system.
This metric is an intuitive measure for performability because

it scales linearly to both performance and unavailability. Obvi-
ously, if performance doubles, our performability metric dou-
bles. On the other hand, if the unavailability decreases by a
factor of 2, then performability also roughly doubles. The in-
tuition behind this relationship between unavailability ( F ) and
performability is that we can approximate >A@CB ���G��F � as ��F
when F is small. Thus, H I-JLK "�M�NH I-JLKPORQ�STLU N$V�W H IXJLK "�MXNH IXJLKPO�Q U N .
C. Performability of PRESS under FME

In this section, we study the performability of the different
versions of PRESS, subject to identical fault loads, both under a
normal run and when the assumed fault model is enforced under
failures. We model an FME approach that uses both strategies
discussed in Section III. In particular, our hypothetical FME
infrastructure would do the following:� Link down: Reboots the node that was cut off from the main
cluster.

� Switch down: Reboots all nodes.� SCSI timeout: Reboots node with faulty disk.� Node crash: Nothing. This fault was included in the abstract
model.� Node freeze: Reboots faulty node.� Application crash: Nothing. This fault was included in the
abstract model.� Application hang: Reboots node on which the faulty process
was running.

Note that all FME node reboots take place after the faulty com-
ponent has recovered. Thus, at this point, our FME approach is
purely designed to help PRESS automatically re-integrate into a
single cluster if the failure led to a splintering of the cluster.

Figure 6 compares (a) the modeled unavailability and (b)
performability of the different versions of PRESS without (left
bar in each group) and with (right bar) the enforcement of the
fault model. These results show that the unavailability of TCP-
PRESS-HB is cut in half under FME, while VIA-PRESS-0 also
exhibits significant improvement. The basic TCP-PRESS shows
no improvement, since this version did not detect short-lived
failures, hence did not require enforcement.

Figure 6(a) also shows the contribution of each fault type to
overall unavailability. Observe that our FME approach is suc-
cessful because it was able to significantly reduce the impact of
node freezes on the unavailability of TCP-PRESS-HB and VIA-
PRESS-0. Recall that node freezes splinters the cluster into 2
sub-clusters which do not rejoin correctly, even after the frozen
node recovers. Thus, the enforcement, which restarts the faulty
node, enables the node to rejoin the cluster, hence avoiding the



stages D, E, and F, where the servers are delivering degraded
performance levels. For other faults discussed in our experi-
ment, i.e., disk errors, application hangs, and link failures, our
FME approach also reduced unavailability. However, the effect
was less pronounced compared to node freezes.

The one exception in which our simple FME approach did not
help is reducing the impact of disk errors on the VIA-PRESS-0
server. This is because FME does not reboot the node with the
faulty disk until after the disk recovers. This helps TCP-PRESS-
HB because this fault splinters this server. It does nothing to
help VIA-PRESS-0, which does not splinter but degrades to 0
throughput during the fault. If we had assumed that FME was
sophisticated enough to remove the node from operation dur-
ing the disk failure, this would further significantly reduce VIA-
PRESS-0’s unavailability. This difference is what leads TCP-
PRESS-HB to achieve a higher overall performability score than
VIA-PRESS-0 when operating under FME.

Finally, we also looked at the benefits of FME when the appli-
cation is much less stable, and susceptible to more application-
induced errors. Figure 7 shows the same comparison as above,
but with an increased application fault arrival rate of 1 fault per
day. The benefits of FME are more obvious for the TCP-PRESS-
HB, mainly due to the reduced contribution of application hangs
towards unavailability, bringing the TCP version much closer to
its VIA counterpart.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our initial study of FME leaves many questions open. A few
sample ones include when to enforce the model, what kind of in-
frastructure is needed, and how to keep the model under control.
We discuss each of these questions in turn.

When to enforce the model is tricky. In the PRESS servers,
enforcing the model after the symptom is detected is a workable
approach in all cases, even if it is not always the best solution.
However, it is far from clear if such an approach is always de-
sirable. Applying FME more generally, if the system performs
some recovery action based on a component failure, it is advis-
able that the system at least check through a second channel that
the component did actually fail.

The second open question we pose is the kind of fault-
detection organization one could use to implement FME. We
considered three cases: a distributed ring embedded into the
nodes themselves (similar to TCP-PRESS-HB), a separate cen-
tralized monitor, and a separate process-pair design. In all cases,
having a simple, separate control path into the component is de-
sirable, because often the main communication channel is sub-
ject to many faults types.

The first approach seems problematic. For example, we could
embed the logic to reboot machines on a fault inside the PRESS
server itself. This approach seems fraught with peril, because
it relies on the correct operation of the FME system while it
is exposed to faults in the system it is trying to enforce. For
example, if a disk error hung a node, the FME system would be
unable to perform actions on that node.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, the second approach
places the FME logic in a separate process, on a separate com-
puter, with access to the separate control network. In the PRESS
system, this might be a separate computer running an FME pro-

gram with access to the power grid. This approach is attractive
because it is easy to judge the stability of the FME program, and
reason about the impact of possible faults on this centralized sys-
tem. However, because it is a centralized system, many single
faults may bring the FME system down. The rate of these faults
will, or course, determine if such a system delivers acceptable
availability.

An intermediate approach might use a process-pair idea, in
which dual FME processes not only monitor and enforce the
fault model on PRESS nodes and servers, but also on each other.
Such a system is more difficult to reason about than the central-
ized approach, but has the added advantage of being robust to
single errors, as well as being easier to reason about compared
with a fully distributed approach.

The last open question we address is how to prevent FME
from making the system less available. If the system purposely
fails components, we are opening up the door to making the sys-
tem less available because bugs in the enforcement can cause
needless enforcement. In general, it seems that enforcing the
model can cause unnecessary downtime if the system is de-
signed from the start to work around a particular fault. However,
in our experience so far, it is better to take an FME approach and
get the system back into a known state than risk error states that
require human intervention to correct.

Finally, FME leaves open an important issue: when to declare
a symptom a fault. For example, in PRESS, no communication
to a node implied a node was down. The open question here is
when do we decide to map the symptom, i.e., no communica-
tion, to a fault, i.e., the node is down. Once the system crosses
the boundary of declaring a fault, FME takes the position that
the system should enforce the fault. However, FME says noth-
ing about when is the proper time to decide a fault has occurred.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we argued that designing highly available net-
work services with comprehensive fault models is an extremely
complex and error-prone proposition. Based on this, we argued
for a novel strategy, called Fault Model Enforcement (FME), un-
der which an abstract fault model that necessarily only includes
a subset of all possible faults is defined at design time and en-
forced at runtime. To enforce the model, FME may actively fail
non-faulty components to help the application initiate the correct
and necessary recovery actions. We performed an initial evalu-
ation of our proposed strategy when applied to a sophisticated
cluster-based Web server. Our results demonstrated that FME
has the potential to reduce unavailability by over 50%. Finally,
we discussed several open questions in the design of FME-based
cluster-based services.
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